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Introduction – Matt Thompson

Ê Matt Thompson, President, Pomona College Alumni Board and ex 
officio member of Board of Trustees

Ê Pomona 1996, Biology and Economics Double Major

Ê Stanford MBA

Ê Have hired numerous interns and full-time staff over past 20 years 
(at PwC, Flashcom, Skyview Capital)

Ê Currently SVP of Portfolio Operations at Skyview Capital

Ê Technology Focused Private Equity Firm based in Century City



Introduction – Don Swan

Ê Don Swan, Alumni Board Member, Chair of the Alumni 
Engagement Committee

Ê Pomona 2015, Mathematical Economics Major

Ê Interned at the NFL Players Association in Washington 
D.C. | Spring PCIP during senior spring with a start-up in 
Orange County

Ê Associate, Portfolio Operations at Skyview Capital
Ê Technology Focused Private Equity Firm based in 

Century City



Introduction – Nathan Dean, CPA

Ê Pomona 2010, Biology Major

Ê Manager, TM Financial Forensics
Ê Boutique forensic accounting and litigation consulting 

firm
Ê Offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Chicago

Ê Formally with KPMG in the Audit practice
Ê Asset Management Group (Real Estate)



Why We are here?

Ê To give you some more tools to get on a career path
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Career Pathway

Ê Internships in Sophomore, Junior Years

Ê Networking and Research of firms

Ê Attend info sessions

Ê Follow-up with Alumni (especially younger alumni who are involved 
with recruiting)

Ê Apply to jobs on campus (Handshake) and not on campus via job 
boards (linkedin, Indeed.com)

Ê Polish your 1-PAGE resume
Ê Have different resumes for different types of jobs (one for Finance, 

One for Consulting, one for tech jobs)



Interviews – General Advice

Ê General Advice
Ê Do your research before the interview

Ê Know the stock symbol of the company, is it public or private?
Ê Where is headquarters? Who is the CEO?
Ê What are their areas of expertise?
Ê Has there been any recent news?
Ê What are the titles  at the firm (Associate vs. Analyst vs. Principal)

Ê Dress for the part
Ê For most finance and Consulting interviews, you should wear a dry-

cleaned suit, tie, and polished shoes
Ê For an in-house interview at a tech company, business casual might 

be fine



Interviews – General Advice (Cont’d)

Ê Treat everyone you meet with respect (admins, schedulers, junior 
staff, senior staff)

Ê When you talk with junior to mid-level staff, call them by their first 
names. It is awkward to call them “Mr.” or “Ms.”

Ê Most interviewers make their own decision in the first 1 minute of 
the interview so first impressions are crucial
Ê Have a firm handshake
Ê Be very high-energy
Ê Speak clearly, don’t mumble
Ê Be Confident but not cocky

Ê Sometimes you are told your interview schedule in advance. You 
can try to look them up on Linkedin to see where you might have 
things in common 



Interview – General Advice (Cont’d)

Ê Have 3-5 questions ready at the end. 
Ê Tailor them for what was discussed. (some good ones are, what 

do they like best about working there? What was one of the 
most interesting projects that they worked on; What types of 
training available?)

Ê Bring a folio folder with you
Ê In the folio include extra copies of your current resume, a 

notepad, pen; this helps if they give you a case study to take 
notes

Ê You can use it to collect business cards; ask for a card



Interviews – Phone Screens

Ê For some first round interviews, it is a phone or web interview

Ê For these, test out the video setup in advance (logins, 
cameras, lighting)

Ê For phone calls, you can arm yourself with the website of the 
company you are interviewing with and write out some notes 
on questions to ask and some key points you want to 
highlight about your resume. Have a copy of your resume in 
front of you

Ê Prepare: Study website of employer; visit Glassdoor.com to 
read reviews; read news



On Campus First Round Interviews

Ê These interviews are rapid fire for the interviewers

Ê You just want to make it to the next in-house rounds. These 
are lower pressure since it is an earlier round

Ê Be confident and able to answer basic technical questions

Ê Be on time and try to keep your schedule flexible

Ê Try connecting with colleagues who had the earlier interview 
times; they might give you some insight on the format



Long-Term Preparation

Ê Read books on Investment Banking and Consulting

Ê Take an accounting and/or economics class

Ê Read an accounting book on your own

Ê Read the Wall Street Journal once in a while

Ê Read a case interview practice guide

Ê Practice Mock Interviews with your friends

Ê Join Sagehen Capital Management or the Pomona Consulting Club 
or Pomona Ventures to get exposure to analyzing and helping 
companies



Interview Follow Up

Ê Right After the Interview, it can be helpful to send a quick, 
short email to several of your interviewers (typically not an 
identical email since they compare) and just say how you 
liked meeting with the Company and think it could be a good 
fit and you are excited to learn of the next steps

Ê Perhaps connect with your interviewers on linkedin

Ê If you haven't heard back for a a week or two, feel free to 
reach out to the recruiter for more info



In-Office/Superday Interviews

Ê Understand the logistics (ask the scheduler for some information about the 
reimbursement process)
Ê Flight scheduling
Ê Mileage
Ê Parking Validation

Ê If you are invited to an out of town superday, perhaps try to schedule another 
interview/info interview with another firm while you are there

Ê These are oftentimes 3-5+ interviews in the day, so you want to keep up your energy

Ê Also helpful to try to hit different themes with each interviewer

Ê Helpful to remember the names of who you met and what you discussed

Ê Can be useful to chat with the other interviewees. They may give you some insight to the 
structure and format

Ê You need a longer list of questions since you don’t want to repeat the same ones over 
again



Interview Meals

Ê Oftentimes there will be a staff lunch or group dinner

Ê These are interviews ; these are a chance for the firms to see 
how you are in social settings

Ê Try to mingle and get to talk with the decision makers; get 
out of your comfort zone; don’t be a wallflower

Ê Use your manners; don’t order alcohol; try to match the 
ordering of the rest of the table

Ê Order simple foods that are easy to eat (not spaghetti)



Finance Questions

Ê What is your top stock idea? And why?

Ê What are the main ways to value a business?

Ê What is the difference between debt and equity?

Ê Walk me through a discounted cash flow valuation?

Ê Understanding of present value

Ê Basic Understanding of accounting (Income statement, Balance 
Sheet, Cash Flow Statement)

Ê In the later rounds, they may ask you to build a cash flow model (so 
you should try to understand the basics)



Consulting Case Questions

Ê They will usually provide some information from a project 
they worked on

Ê Your job is to hear the data and information and ask clarifying 
questions and to frame an answer

Ê The cases are usually related to an underperforming business 
that has low profit.
Ê You usually want to address the revenue side

Ê And then identify cost issues

Ê And then this impacts profit



Consulting Case Interview

Ê Company M sells Classroom Projectors. Their profit has been 
declining and has turned negative. 

Ê Then they may provide a chart showing declining Revenue

Ê And then they may show total costs increasing

Ê They then may ask you to calculate the profit margin for the 
past two years

Ê They then give you some time to craft some questions and 
answers



Consulting Case Interview

Ê They may ask you to do some calculations or percentages using 
your scrap paper

Ê When possible, they ask you to make assumptions; try to use round 
figures so that when you do your calculations it is easier for you

Ê Then try to answer with a framework:

Ê Why is Profit Declining?
Ê Customer (perhaps there is a change in demand)

Ê Cost (Perhaps there is a change to your cost structure)

Ê Competition (perhaps a competitor has entered)



Corporate Job Interview

Ê They are more open-ended questions and discussion

Ê These tend to be less structured

Ê In some ways they are harder, because it is just about fit not 
skillset

Ê Try to get out some of your relevant skills that might be of 
relevance

Ê Convey what you know about the business and industry 
segment and do your homework on some of the technology 
challenges the firm may face



Technical Interview Process - PM

Types of Questions

Ê Product Design and Product Strategy Questions (Non-technical)
Ê If you were the CEO of ABC Company, how would you do… ?
Ê Why do you think X Company made this decision?  
Ê What does X Company see in y feature?

Ê High-Level Technical Design for a given product (technical but not 
coding)

Ê Estimation Questions (not technical)

Ê High-level Technical Understanding (technical)
Ê How does the internet work?



Technical Interview Process – PM Continued

Tips for PM Interviews

Ê Be organized and tell your interviewer your steps during the 
interview (i.e. “Now I’ll brainstorm user journeys”)

Ê Highlight where you’re making assumptions or don’t know 
something – Say when/how you would validate your assumptions

Ê Do your research on the company and it’s products beforehand

Ê Understand and point out edge cases

Ê Check out “Cracking the PM Interview” and the website 
www.thepminterview.com



Technical Interview Process - SE / Coding

Ê Process varies company to company

Ê High Level Industry Standard:
Ê 1 or 2 initial technical phone screens
Ê On-site interview with 4-5 in-person technical whiteboard 

interviews (perhaps 1 will be social/behavioral)
Ê Instead of whiteboard interviews, some companies do timed 

coding challenges or paired programming so be aware of this as 
well 

Ê Resources:
Ê Cracking the Coding Interview by Gayle McDowell
Ê http://blog.triplebyte.com/how-to-pass-a-programming-

interview



Selecting  Your Employer

Ê Once you get an offer, review it, and consider it

Ê Don’t accept it on the spot; try to ask for more time to consider

Ê Once you get an offer, you can be more aggressive with other companies that you have 
been interviewing with to setup an interview or to get them to make a decision

Ê Then you should read through the terms and understand key points

Ê Then you should set up a time to discuss offer with hiring manager

Ê For many firms, there is little room for negotiation with these entry level positions, but 
you can try to negotiate start date, signing bonus, salary amount, moving allowance. 
Be very professional in negotiation, but they appreciate you trying to negotiate a little

Ê You can also position it as you really want to work at X, but your other offer has a 
signing bonus

Ê Even if this job is not perfect, it may be better to accept it, get some skills then quickly 
apply for a new role in a different firm that better matches your interests. 



Career Choices

Ê Don’t focus on the cash comp today!

Ê Consider the following
Ê Which job has the best training program?
Ê Which job is in the best location for you?
Ê What is the work-life balance?
Ê What is their philosophy on business school? 2-year program or potential to stay 

and get promoted
Ê Which office culture fits with your background?
Ê Which type of work is most aligned with your interests?
Ê Where do graduates from their program go? (MBA, Private Equity)
Ê Do they have programs to pay for MBA?
Ê Which firms have the best national reputation
Ê Which firm gets you the skillset that can best position you for your career?
Ê Which experience is the most unique valuable to MBA programs?
Ê Do they have opportunities to work in special units like Private Equity Advisory 

or International Rotations?



Questions


